
Tue 12 Feb

White
Rhythmic

Dog
Balance

In which ways has it been 
difficult for me to experience 
my spiritual nature and 

bridge my worlds?

Which relationships feel 
nurturing and help me to 
open my heart, feel deep 
love and restore balance?

Do I feel self-confident to 
create a magical life filled 
with awe and wonder as I 

manifest what I want?

What can I do in the next 
13 days to follow my 
instincts, shed the old 

and restore vitality?

How can I take care of my 
health holistically to feel 
energized while rested at 

the same time?

How can I use my 
creativity to do things I 
love while giving shape 
and form to my projects?

Am I taking time to just 
“be” as a way to empower 
myself and feel great in 

this creative flow?

Am I playing with humor 
and having fun in order to 

resonate with all that is?

How am I using my Free 
Will to make conscious 
choices when integrating 

all of my experiences?

Which adventures help 
me to stay motivated in 
order to push my intention 
forward in a healthy way?

Which “trees glued to my 
nose” am I ready to release 
so I can fly higher and see 

the big picture?

What can I share with 
others today that will help 
us to set clear goals and be 
fearless to pursue them?

As I give closure to this 
Wavespell, am I ready to be 
fully present in the now and 

live my life with passion?
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Thu 7 Feb

Red
Magnetic

Serpent
Purpose

Fri 8 Feb

White
Lunar

World Bridger
Challenge

Sun 10 Feb

Yellow
Self-Existing

Star
Form

Mon 11 Feb

Red
Overtone

Moon
Empowerment

Mon 18 Feb

Yellow
Crystal
Warrior
Cooperation

Sun 17 Feb

Blue
Spectral
Eagle
Liberation

Sat 16 Feb

White
Planetary
Wizard
Manifestation

Fri 15 Feb

Red
Solar
Skywalker
Pulse

Wed 13 Feb

Blue
Resonant
Monkey

Inspiration

Thu 14 Feb

Yellow
Galactic
Human
Integrity

Tue 19 Feb

Red
Cosmic
Earth
Transcendence

Chicchan

Red Serpent
Wavespell

Feb 7 - 19 
2019

Sat 9 Feb

Blue
Electric

Hand
Bonding


